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Vehicle Computing: Vision and Challenges
Sidi Lu and Weisong Shi, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Vehicles have been majorly used for transportation in the last century. With the proliferation of onboard computing and
communication capabilities, we envision that future connected vehicles (CVs) will be serving as a mobile computing platform in addition
to their conventional transportation role for the next century. In this article, we present the vision of Vehicle Computing, i.e., CVs are the
perfect computation platforms, and connected devices/things with limited computation capacities can rely on surrounding CVs to
perform complex computational tasks. We also discuss Vehicle Computing from several aspects, including several case studies, key
enabling technologies, a potential business model, a general computing framework, and open challenges.
Index Terms—Vehicle Computing, Connected Vehicle, Edge Computing, Autonomous Driving
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C ONNECTED VEHICLES : FROM PRESENT TO FU -

TURE

With the vast improvements in computing technologies
and the wide deployment of communication mechanisms,
connected vehicles (CVs) are swiftly transforming automotive industry, with a tremendous amount of next-generation
services (e.g., mobility-as-a-service, fuel efficiency optimization, high-definition (HD) map generation, and adaptive
cruise control). These software-based services fuel the CV
market — the global CV market is valued at $65 billion in
2021 ($56 billion in 2020 due to Covid-19), and is projected to
recover from the impact of the global coronavirus pandemic
and reach $225 billion by 2027 with a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 17% [1]. Automotive edge computing consortium (AECC) predicts that every new vehicle
(with a total number up to 400 million) will be connected
by 2025, which will result in 50% of national vehicles on the
road with connected features [2].
This article envisions that future CVs will be serving as
a mobile computing platform in addition to their conventional transportation role for the next century. Specifically,
we start with the concept of Vehicle Computing, which
emphasizes that future CVs are expected to provide efficient onboard computation for connected devices/things.
We then illustrate the significance of Vehicle Computing and
explain why it is emerging. Five promising case studies are
introduced, followed by a discussion of the key technology for Vehicle Computing, i.e., software-defined vehicles
(SDV). Next, we present a transformative Vehicle Computing business model that opens opportunities for new
revenue streams, thus offsetting the high cost of building
and maintaining vehicle fleets. Finally, we conclude the article by introducing a general computing framework called
EdgeArC and discussing the remaining challenge, including
a quantitative analysis of data transmission cost, which in
turn calls for Edge Computing [3] in connected mobility.
We hope this article will gain attention from the automotive
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Fig. 1: The paradigm of Vehicle Computing.

communities and inspire more research in Vehicle Computing.
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V EHICLE C OMPUTING

In this section, we first present our definition and vision
of Vehicle Computing, then we list important reasons why
Vehicle Computing is important for the years to come.
2.1

Definition of Vehicle Computing

Vehicle Computing refers to the enabling technologies that
allow computing to be performed on CVs, where CV serves
as a computation platform for diverse edge-enabled services. Different from Vehicular Networking [4], which serves
as a communication enabler for enormous applications associated with transportation, Vehicle Computing focuses
on the computation function of CV and emphasizes that
CV is a promising computing platform that can assist in
analyzing data flow from on-board sensors and surrounding
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connected devices/things, even if the vehicle is parked or in
the charging status.
More specifically, the concept of Vehicle Computing
is inspired by the fact that future CVs will have compelling computing and communication capabilities; hence,
computation-constrained connected devices/things are able
to rely on surrounding CVs to complete computationintensive tasks and send related results to the end-user. For
instance, suppose a police officer equipped with a bodyworn camera is on duty on the side of a highway. The bodyworn camera keeps capturing and sending video to the
surrounding police vehicle in real-time for delay-sensitive
applications (e.g., license plate detection). When an event
of interest occurs, the police vehicle will issue a warning
immediately. In this example, the vehicle acts as an efficient
computing platform to analyze real-time data received from
the body-worn camera, and the computation resources can
be utilized reasonably and efficiently, and therefore, timesensitive applications can be completed on time.
Drawing from the definition of Vehicle Computing, we
further introduce the future Vehicle Computing paradigm
in Fig. 1, which is driven by the communication of Vehicleto-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), and potentially Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X). V2X not only enables
CVs to communicate with diverse transportation systems
such as cellular towers, traffic cameras, road-side units
(RSUs), scooters, cyclists, and pedestrians, it also allows
CVs to communicate with elements of the surrounding
environment such as industry IoT devices, health sensors,
smart home sensors, and edge servers.

of the DNNs focus on boosting accuracy at the expense of
substantially increased model complexity — the depth of the
current state-of-the-art networks, such as Inception-v4 and
ResNet-50, can reach dozens or even hundreds of layers to
outperform previous networks for related tasks with accuracy. A single layer may require millions of matrix multiplications. Such heavy calculation brings challenges to deploy
these DNN models on resource-constrained IoT devices. In
this context, we infer that IoT devices will leverage the
surrounding CVs with powerful computation capabilities
to execute computation-intensive models, which will have a
great impact on IoT and automotive communities.
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C ASE S TUDIES

Next, we list and discuss five promising use cases to further
illustrate out vision of Vehicle Computing.
Infrastructure Health Management: To date, approximately
46K national bridges have structural defects due to inadequate maintenance, and around 178 million trips are taken
across these bridges every day [7]. The sudden collapse of
aging and deficient bridges (e.g., Pittsburgh bridge and the
35W bridge over the Mississippi River) strongly warned us
the urgent need for infrastructure health management.
Cloud
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2.2.1

Today, a single traditional vehicle may be equipped with
more than 100 sensors, generates approximately 25 GB of
data per second, and the daily data volume can exceed 11
TB [5]. Besides, a single connected and autonomous vehicle
(CAV) is able to generate 19 TB data per hour [6]. At the
same time, the amount of data generated by CV is still
growing. Estimates predict that global CVs will transmit 1 to
10 exabytes of data traffic per month by 2025, at least 1000
times larger than the present volume [2]. In this context,
the speed of data transmission and limited bandwidth both
have become bottlenecks for pushing data to the cloud or
edge server for data analysis, which poses a grand challenge
to provide latency-sensitive services. In addition, even if
previous work compressed CV data before sending it out,
the raw data may still be exposed bringing potential risks
of privacy leakage. Hence, the latency bottlenecks, bandwidth limitations, and privacy concerns, in turn, call for
Vehicle Computing, a new computing paradigm that places
the computing near the data source. Previous studies also
proved the potential benefits (e.g., the significant reduction
in response time and energy consumption) by moving computing from the cloud to the proximity of data.
2.2.2

Pull from IoT devices

Cisco predicts that the quantity of global IoT devices will
grow up to 500 billion by 2030. In the meanwhile, most
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Fig. 2: An example of infrastructure health management.
Previously, researchers installed numerous types of sensors throughout the full length of the bridge to monitor its
health status. In the Vehicle Computing era, since vehicle
is equipped with a variety of sensors (e.g., pressure sensor,
vibration sensor, GPS, camera, radar, and LiDAR), vehicle
itself can be considered as a mobile sensor. Specifically, as
shown in Fig. 2, when a vehicle runs on a bridge, it can
continuously measure and collect the structural response
of the bridge (e.g., vibration of the bridge), which can be
considered as indicators of bridge health status. Besides, in
addition to sensor data, vehicles can also generate real-time
driving data (e.g., speed, stop, and acceleration) and capture
context data (e.g., weather, vehicle model, and road information). Then, it can directly analyze these data through
onboard computing for the bridge health evaluation and
send their initial decision to surrounding edge such as RSU
or cellular tower. Edge receives related information from
multiple vehicles and performs further computation for
confirmation. If needed, edge will send warnings and traffic control signals to surrounding and forwarding vehicles
and push related results to cloud for storage and potential
further analysis.
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opine that AR-enabled HUDs will be replaced by ARenabled windshields, which can respond to diverse hand
gestures and voice commands.

In-Vehicle Meeting: Besides, take a fully connected and
autonomous vehicle (CAV) as an example, it can realize safe
navigation by itself without the driver’s concentration on
driving. Therefore, we opine that future CVs are expected
to provide next-generation services such as online in-vehicle
meetings. To be concrete, with the dramatic developments of
ultra-reliable and low-latency communications, future CVs
are capable of enabling smooth in-vehicle meetings, which
allows people to share information in real-time, instead of
attending virtual meetings in person at home or in the office.
In addition, people can seamlessly participate in the same
meeting at home, in the vehicle, and in the office, without
being bothered by the repeated logout and login process,
which could significantly improve work efficiency.

In-Vehicle Entertainment: Similarly, vehicles have the potential to transform the way people travel by providing new
audio and video entertainment to enhance people’s ride
experience. MarketsandMarkets projects that by the end of
2022, the in-vehicle entertainment market will reach $30.47
billion, with a CAGR of 11.79%. Besides, automakers have
integrated smartphone operating system interfaces into the
vehicles’ dashboards. For instance, Lincoln and Ford vehicles will be equipped with Google’s Android operating
system in 2023 to provide Google applications. This kind
of evolution reveals that in-vehicle entertainment is on the
rise. We envision that in the near future, passengers are
able to choose a variety of extended reality (XR) games
that can provide real-time physical vehicle feedback, such as
the driver’s acceleration, stopping, and steering; therefore,
each game experience is unique. In addition, due to the
rapid development of V2V communication, passengers of
different CVs can also play in-vehicle games together on the
road, which will further enrich the types and diversity of
in-vehicle entertainment.

In-Vehicle Delivery: In addition, we project that vehicles
will become key components of smart homes to improve
people’s daily life. For instance, in-vehicle delivery is becoming an alternative option to door-to-door delivery since
it can greatly reduce the inconvenience caused by missed
deliveries or trips of picking up packages at the local post
office. Nowadays, Amazon is taking the obvious next step
by cooperating with established automotive companies to
launch early in-vehicle delivery services. The customer will
be notified when the delivery driver sends a request to
remotely unlock the vehicle for delivery. Depending on
the parcel size, the driver will then place packages in the
cargo area or cabin and send a remote command to lock
the vehicle again, and the customer will receive a final
notification. In this way, even if customers are not at home,
they can still safely receive their packages.
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In this section, we introduce software-defined vehicle (SDV),
which is an emerging key technology for Vehicle Computing
and a practical approach to support vehicle application
development. We first provide an application landscape for
CVs and describe what is SDV and why SDV is a forthcoming evolution in automotive industry. We also introduce
technical approaches to realize SDV.

In-Vehicle Augmented Reality: Furthermore, we opine that
augmented reality (AR) technologies will be able to turn
vehicles’ windshields into movie screens, which can provide
passengers with full-color graphics of the driving environment with a wide viewing angle, making the journey more
interesting and safe. Nowadays, Civil Maps, a 3D map software provider, shows passengers how CVs equipped with
AR displays can navigate in a complex driving environment.
In addition, Alibaba also invested $18 million in the headup display (HUD) company, WayRay, the company released
Navion, which is the first holographic AR car navigation
system that can display travel details and hazard warnings
in real time without wearing AR helmets or glasses. We

4.1

Application Landscape

Nowadays, vehicles are becoming more software dependent
than ever: CVs today can already have up to 150 million
lines of software code, distributed among more than 100
electronic control units (ECUs) and a growing number of
sensors [8]. Inspired by previous studies and our vision of
Vehicle Computing, we divide CV applications into four
categories according to their themes: safety, mobility, information, and computation:
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Fig. 3: Disruptive transformation of automotive mobility.
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i) Safety application mitigate the risk of hazards by issuing warnings to vehicle operators or to directly controlling a single vehicle’s actuators. These applications
(e.g., automatic braking, blind spot warning, and hazard
reporting) usually address the critical need and/or call
for hard real-time data processing and vehicle response.
ii) Motion application includes individual motion services and group motion services. Individual motion
services intelligently provide soft real-time motion advisories for a single vehicle based on vehicle’s real-time
locations, destinations, and dynamic driving environment (e.g., work-zone queue lengths and vehicle types),
including path planning, assisted lane switching, and
dynamic vehicle routing. Group motion application
uses vehicle sensors and external data to influence or
control the behavior of vehicles and drivers in aggregate. The purpose is to maximize a series of objective
functions, e.g., to save maximal fleet fuel or to reduce
overall transit time.
iii) Information application aim to enhance users’ comfort
and ability to perform other tasks while driving or allow viewing vehicle parameters remotely. These applications generally tolerate transmission delays (soft realtime or non-time-critical) and errors, such as dynamic
travel time prediction, fuel efficiency optimization, and
in-vehicle air quality management.
iv ) Computation application reflects the efficient onboard computation capability of CVs, which can help
computation-constrained connected devices/things to
finished computation-intensive tasks even when CV is
in charging or parking mode. Specific examples are
listed in Section 1.

management. Moreover, to meet the realities of consumer
expectations and the emerging performance requirements,
the complexity and quantity of software in the vehicle is
still increasing exponentially to provide different types of
applications.
The Evolution of Automotive Computing System: Moreover, the forthcoming evolution in CV is not limited to
software only, and it will require a major redesign of the underlying supporting automotive computing system architecture. Currently, most production vehicles are equipped with
various small and fixed-function ECUs, which are usually
produced by different suppliers. All ECUs are connected via
Controller Area Network (CAN bus) and can communicate
with each other without a host computer. The CAN bus
sequentially transmit data frames to all devices. In the case
of a conflict with more than one transmission device, the
one with the highest priority device can continue while
the others will back off. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), various
automotive functions are distributed across multiple ECUs
throughout a vehicle. Given the limited resources in an
ECU’s micro-controller, it is almost impossible to deploy
diverse computation-intensive applications onto such a device without incurring significant efforts in redesigning the
vehicle’s computing system architecture.
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4.2

A Forthcoming Evolution in Automotive Industry

In the last decades, successful information technology companies (e.g., Apple) have opened a new path to win over
and lock in customers by continuously providing the applications and experience they desire. It makes customers feel
that they are always at the forefront of technical innovation.
The products they sell (e.g., iPhone) are not one-time purchases that bring only one-time revenue, instead, selling a
product is just an initial transaction that will further trigger
a continuum of applications and connections, and finally
results in a fiercely loyal customer base.
The Evolution of Automotive Software: Automobile manufacturers must do the same to stand out from the fierce
competition. With the rapid development of automotive
electronics and mechanical units, automotive hardware systems will gradually become standardized and unified, and
it will be difficult for automotive companies to differentiate
in hardware. At this time, merging intelligent software and
algorithms will become the core elements of competition
among automotive manufacturers. Unlike mobile phones,
the life cycle of vehicles usually spans 10 to 15 years.
Such a long life cycle calls for the continuous addition and
update of new applications, including oil life prediction,
brake pad prognostics, trajectory planning, dynamic travel
time prediction, adaptive cruise control, battery failure prediction, lane detection, black ice detection, pothole detection, real-time object detection, and in-vehicle air quality
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Fig. 4: The paradigm shifts in automotive computing system
architecture.
To help formalize the analysis, some leading automotive companies such as Tesla and APTIV [9] have adopt a
type of sensible computing system architecture as shown
in Fig. 4 (b). The idea behind this in-vehicle high performance computer architecture is to keep most existing
ECU designs as is to not only better meet the softwarebased functional safety (FuSA) and real-time constraints,
but also ease the transition from traditional vehicle architectures to the future of software-defined architecture.
Under this architecture model, ECUs are partitioned into
multiple functionally related zones controlled by their zone
controllers (ZCs). ZCs are further interconnected with each
other and partitioned into a set of domains controlled by
domain controllers (DCs). Both ZCs and DCs are modern
microprocessors capable of running embedded Linux operating systems. This system architecture not only greatly
simplifies vehicles’ system interconnection, but also makes
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the deployment of software functionalities to both ZCs
and DCs possible. With SDV’s application services become
more and more intelligent, it will demand for more domain
specific accelerators or general-purpose accelerators (such as
GPUs and FPGAs), which can be easily integrated with ZCs
and DCs through the standard microprocessor interfaces,
such as PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express)
and CXL (Compute Express Link). Through wireless connections, this architecture can be easily complemented by
edge servers and clouds for collaboration.
4.3

What is Software-Defined Vehicle

In recognition of the growing complexity and importance of software, as well as the forthcoming evolution
in automotive computing system architecture (Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4), thought-leaders from automotive industry, automotive OEMs (original equipment manufacturers), and mobile
network operators (MNOs) should work together in pursuit
of the SDV.
The idea behind SDV is to emphasize a software-centric
view of customers’ experience with the vehicle, which can
be personalized and updated with newer versions of software and firmware throughout the life-cycle of the vehicle,
and it can integrate components from many different suppliers (just like a smartphone). Moreover, software updates
no long require customers visiting a dealership, but can
be done through an over-the-air (OTA) update technology
whenever as needed without affecting driving, which has
already proven to improve consumer satisfaction [10].
More specifically, in SDV, the software will deeply participate in the process of the CV development, verification,
sale, and service, and all these process will be continuously
changed and optimized through software updates to continuously improve the performance, safety and comfort of
CVs. The emerging of SDV is opening opportunities for
new revenue streams, efficiencies and closer lifetime relationships with consumers. Estimates predict that, by 2025,
many automotive companies are likely to sell CVs at prices
close to cost, and provide value to users mainly through
software.
4.4

Why is SDV important?

First, SDV is the next technological disruption to address
software related issue and therefore guarantee the safety of
CVs and reduce automotive recalls and costs. The number
of automotive recalls and costs linked to software failures
has risen exponentially in the U.S. — in 2020, a total of 83.2
million vehicles have undergone recalls, of which 75 million
(90%) vehicles have been affected by software related problems. This reveals that more than a quarter of vehicles on
the roads nationally have been recalled due to the software
problem at least once a year (with an estimated 286.9 million
registered vehicles in the U.S. [11]). Since the average cost
of an auto recall over the last 10 years was about $500 per
vehicle [12], it can be estimated that the average softwarerelated recall cost nationally is around $38 billion in 2020.
With the increasing number of vehicles, the software-related
safety threat and cost is greater than ever.
All these recalls and costs could have been avoided if
there were appropriate over-the-air (OTA) software updates

enabled by SDV. It can provide continuous assistance for
patching against security holes and fix bugs that can cause
malfunction in vehicles. OTA update also provide enormous
advantages in keeping in-vehicle software systems up to
date and maintaining consumer satisfaction.
Besides, other benefits of SDV include but not limited
to: i) simplified integration and automatic deployment: each
state-of-the-art service can be deployed collaboratively and
independently with standard continuous integration and
continuous delivery (CI/CD) infrastructure, ii) scalability
and reusability across applications: enable the resue of code and
the mass deployment of software between vehicle models
and generations; iii) better fault isolation: SDV can isolate
software from its environment and ensure that each module can work uniformly and independently; hence, it can
improve the safety of CV by realizing fault isolation.
4.5

How to realize SDV?

Cloud-native in Automotive: Achieving software consolidation and developing effective multi-layered architecture
are the keys to realizing SDV. As a modern softwaredevelopment technology, Cloud-native computing [13] is
considered as a promising design paradigm providing a
scalable solution to the reality of SDV. It embodies a number
of proven workflows and design patterns for large-scale
software development and complex service management.
The key concept of the cloud-native design principle is
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), in which an application is decomposed as a set of self-contained functional
services (also known as microservices) that can be deployed
and orchestrated onto computing devices at different locations. These microservices are typically deployed as either
containers or virtual machines (VMs), depending on the
nature of the application requirements. The open-source
project Kubernetes (or K8s) has become the de facto industry standard orchestration platform for container life-cycle
management, deployment, and scaling across computing
systems. It relies on technologies such as microservices, containers, service meshes, immutable infrastructure, CI/CD,
and declarative APIs. There are many K8s variants for
embedded devices or Internet-of-Things (IoTs), such as K3s,
Microk8s, MicroShift.
A properly designed cloud-native vehicle architecture,
can consolidate a modern vehicle’s various resources (such
as system hardware, software, cloud services) into an integrated and centrally managed platform. With a cloud-native
SDV orchestration platform, SDV services can be run as
different microservices inside either a container or virtual
machine, enabling scalable management and smooth migration of microservices across different computing devices, in
the vehicle, on the edge, or across data-center clouds.
However, only transferring cloud-native technologies to
automotive is far from realizing SDV. Having standardized
reference open-source code libraries is a grand challenge.
The power of the open standardized approach is that it
encourages people to innovate in the container ecosystem
and create a solution that meets the domain-specific requirements of a particular deployment. Without open standards,
the path to deliver SDV will be longer and the related cost
will be higher. In this context, Arm propose the Scalable
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Open Architecture for Embedded Edge (SOAFEE) project
that offers an open-source reference implementation enabling cloud-native technologies (e.g., container orchestration) for SDV, which helps automotive developers accelerate
time to market.

5

V EHICLE C OMPUTING B USINESS M ODEL

Although Vehicle Computing bring a myriad of potential
benefits, it comes with additional costs, including the hardware cost for computing and communication, and the software cost for service and maintenance. We opine that it is
necessary to have a transformative business model, which is
different from previous business model between automotive
OEM, vehicle dealership, and end user. In this section, we
propose a potential business model for Vehicle Computing,
which opens opportunities for new revenue streams and
offsets the high cost of building and maintaining intelligent
CVs.

2. Service Provider

3. Infrastructure

Business Model
5. Vehicle Owner

1. Service
Customer
Pothole and black
ice detection

HD map
generation

4. Automotive
Manufacturer

Construction
Fire hydrant zone detection
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Fig. 5: The potential business model for Vehicle Computing.
Specifically, Fig. 5 depicts this Vehicle Computing business model, which includes five key components:
1) Service customer includes but are not limited to insurance companies, government departments, technology
companies, smart homes, etc. They receive and pay for
the services provided by CVs through Vehicle Computing, such as pothole and black ice detection, fire hydrant
leak detection, construction zone detection, and HD
map generation.
2) Service provider refers to the enterprise that powers a
variety of emerging mobility services through CV innovation. For example, AWS has developed a complete
set of automotive-specific services and solutions to
empower digital transformation across the automotive
industry.
3) Infrastructure usually provides building blocks needed
to develop and validate CV technologies or provide
communication support to deliver everything needed
for CV at scale. For instance, Cavnue is in the process
of developing the physical, digital, coordination, and
operational infrastructure for CVs to make roads safer
and less congested.

4) Automotive manufacturer collects and provides generated vehicular data through open data analytics platforms or software/system architectures, such as Arm’s
SOAFEE, AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture), and OpenVDAP (Open Vehicle Data Analysis Platform).
5) Vehicle owner utilize their vehicles’ computation resources and captured/generated data to provide services to customer and therefore obtain extra revenue.
To be concrete, take an electric vehicle (EV) as an example, suppose it drives over a few roads in downtown
before slow charging. Since the majority of slow charging
points are rated at 3kW and will recharge an EV in 8 to 12
hours. This makes EVs very suitable for charging overnight
or when the owner is in the office, which provides a perfect
opportunity to perform Vehicle Computing. During slow
charging, EV is able to perform energy-intensive computation based on data generated by its various sensors, such
as identifying if roadwork affects lane or road boundaries
and then creating reliable HD maps in slow charging status
and provide this updated HD map to service customer
(e.g., HERE Technologies). In this way, Vehicle Computing
in slow charging status provides an economic way to keep
HD maps up to date. Besides, if EV detects a leaking or
broken hydrant leaking based on its captured video, it can
also report this information to the associated government
department. In this example, service customers (i.e., HERE
Technologies and local government department) will pay
for the desired services. Since the service provider, infrastructure, automotive manufacturer, and the vehicle owner
both contribute to these services, they will all receive remuneration (as shown in Fig. 5). In this business model,
the relationship of these five key components is mutually
beneficial as they supported each other by opening revenue
streams or providing desired services efficiently.
Collaboration is Happening: Currently, automotive industry and tech companies realized that they have to work
together to create an exciting future as opposed to working
by themselves, and the automotive leaders are accelerating
their transformation into software-driven mobility provider.
For example, Toyota has been collaborating with Amazon
Web Services Inc. (AWS) on applying AWS’s applications to
Toyota’s Mobility Services Platform (MSPF) [14], and Toyota
has been developing a new automotive operating system
called Arene to support OTA update, which is planed to be
integrated into its vehicles by 2025 [15]. Ford and Google
have announced a strategic partnership to provide unique
vehicle applications and accelerate Ford’s transformation
plan [16]. In addition, General Motors and Cruise have
partnered with Microsoft to bring new mobility services for
CAVs [17]. Besides, SAIC motor has teamed up with Chinese
e-commerce giant Alibaba to launch an all-new intelligent
electric vehicle brand [18].

6 E DGE A R C: E DGE - BASED A RCHITECTURE FOR
C ONNECTED V EHICLES
The upgrading of automotive end-to-end architecture is
mainly reflected in three aspects: hardware architecture,
software architecture, and computing architecture. Also, as
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To realize the vision of Vehicle Computing, we argue that
the systems, algorithms, and network community need to
work together. In this section, we will further summarize
the remaining challenges in detail.
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Fig. 6: An illustration of EdgeArC.
depicted in Fig. 3, software architecture is developing from
high coupling of software and hardware to hierarchical
decoupling (containerized). Also, as described in Fig. 4,
hardware architecture is changing from distributed to domain control/centralized development.
In this context, we propose and illustrate an edge-based
computing architecture for CVs, called EdgeArC, which
enables vehicles to collaborate with surrounding vehicles,
offloading workloads to edge servers and connected devices/things (denoted as XEdge) and remote clouds.
Specifically, Fig. 6 presents the three-tier paradigm of
EdgeArC. In EdgeArC, vehicles are software-defined where
the consolidation of functional blocks within the vehicle can
be enabled, and the performance, safety, and comfort of
CVs can be continuously improved through OTA updates.
In vehicle, a hypervisor is deployed on top of the vehicle
computing unit, which can provide well isolated virtualized
environments for diverse software. Each ECU codebase can
run almost unmodified in its own virtual machine and
the resulting server platform may run a mix of real-time
operating system (RTOS) for safety-critical and hard realtime applications (e.g., collision avoidance and real-time
diagnostics) and rich operating system (OS) for the soft realtime services (e.g., map generation) and non-time-critical
services (e.g., infotainment).
Besides, thanks to the rapid development of the V2V
technologies, vehicle services could be migrated to collaborative vehicles that have idle computation resources. Here,
the decentralized approach is an appropriate approach to
support the data transmission between vehicle fleets. More
importantly, vehicle may also need to push its data to
XEdge (e.g., RSUs, cellular towers, gas stations, charging
piles, and the computation devices that are installed in a
connected home) and pull corresponding analysis results
from XEdge, where the publish/subscribe and broadcast
can be suitable approaches. In the XEdge layer of Fig. 6,
an arc that decreases in size from left to right indicates
a decreasing number of these XEdge devices that may be
encountered by the host vehicle. In the meanwhile, XEdge
devices may also upload data or computation-intensive
services to clouds for further analysis and then receive
related results, and the centralized mechanism is suggested
for XEdge devices to send and receive data through cellular

Real-time constraints of automotive services

The first challenge is to meet the real-time constraints of
automotive services, i.e., identifying the most critical tasks
from a multitude of dynamically changing tasks. Here,
real-time constraints can be divided into three categories:
i) hard real-time: missing a hard real-time deadline may
cause catastrophic consequences, ii) soft real-time: missing
a soft real-time deadline may make the computation results useless, and iii) non-time-critical: missing a non-timecritical deadline may reduce the effectiveness and degrade
the utility of the results. For instance, in a normal driving
scenario, the processing of video streams may be soft realtime or even non-time-critical. However, in the case of
vehicle collision avoidance, the analysis of camera video
streams can suddenly become extremely critical and hard
real-time. In this case, the system must quickly identify
critical services and provide absolutely guaranteed system
resources to process those critical messages to ensure the
real-time constraints on vehicle collision avoidance tasks.
7.2

Heterogeneity of vehicle system components

The second challenge is the heterogeneity of vehicle system components from different vendors, including a mixture of micro-controllers, real-time processors, microprocessors, and an array of general purpose accelerators
such as Graphic Processor Units (GPUs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Moreover, some of the
micro-controllers cannot be even re-programmed or configured as a general-purpose computing device. For example,
most of ECUs’ functionalities cannot be changed without
explicit permission, and some even come with a protection
lock in a form of digital rights management. This is understandable given that the ECU’s software and hardware
are typically developed by tier-one suppliers with FuSA in
mind. They have to undergo rigorous testing and validation
processes (such as the failure mode and effect analysis) to
catch various failures that may lead to catastrophic injuries
to customers.
Moreover, because of the heterogeneity of vendorspecific devices, there is no standard profiling methodology to correlate metrics collected from those heterogeneous
devices, which makes architectural-level evaluation and
benchmarking almost impossible.
7.3

Open APIs

Machine learning-based applications have been gaining
ever-increasing impetus in CV community due to their stateof-the-art performance. Unfortunately, the number of opensource vehicular computing platforms supporting data analysis is very limited. Except for Arm’SOAFEE and Baidu’s
Apollo, a majority of automakers (e.g., General Motors and
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Ford) are focusing on their proprietary platforms. Furthermore, although Apollo is public, it based on the in-vehicle
only computing approach that place all data processing on
the vehicle, which is neither suitable nor scalable for massmarket vehicles with an abundance of third-party services.
Different from the proprietary platform, open-source
platforms can provide the automotive community with realfield vehicle data and free APIs, and these open APIs can
enable researchers and developers to develop and evaluate CV applications in real environments. Recently, AWS
and BlackBerry are jointly developing a scalable cloudconnected software platform called BlackBerry IVY, which
will allow automakers to leverage the new BlackBerry QNX
and AWS technologies to improve CV operations. In addition, researchers have proposed the OpenVDAP [19], a
full-stack hardware/software platform that offers a library
of public edge-enabled applications. CVs needs more open
APIs to promote the development of third-party services.
7.4

Vehicular Communication

Another open problem is the unreliable networking connectivity for a constantly on-the-wheel moving vehicle. This
poses significant challenges for vehicle service continuity
in the case of service migration across different wireless
networks and cloud providers.
The mainstream communication mechanisms, such as
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC), LongTerm Evolution (LTE), Cellular-Vehicle-to-Everything (CV2X), and WiFi, have enabled CVs to communicate with
nearby vehicles, connected devices/things, and cloud. Although DSRC is a mature mechanism with decades of development history, it has non-negligible shortcomings such
as low throughput and small coverage. By contrast, LTE
and WiFi can provide more bandwidth but achieve poor
performance in the mobile scenarios. As a recently developed communication mechanism, C-V2X performs well in
environments with high vehicle density mobility. Therefore,
several established automotive manufacturers (e.g., BMW
and Ford) and well-known chip manufacturers (e.g., Ericsson and Qualcomm) have recently shifted their focus to
C-V2X. However, C-V2X is a relatively new technology.
Compared with DSRC, its cost is not affordable and the
scope of deployment is not wide. Hence, ultra-reliable, lowlatency, and energy-efficient communication for distributed
and moving CVs with massive connectivity density may be
one of the most challenging tasks.
7.5

Computation Offloading

To ensure safe and reliable driving, vehicles, connected
devices/things, and cloud often work together to process
sensor data, transmit essential information, expand sensing
capabilities, and coordinate their decisions. It was estimated
that 81% of collisions can be potentially addressed by V2V
and V2I [20].
However, due to latency and reliability limitations, computation offloading is not always feasible. Considering the
heterogeneity of computing power and the interdependence
of computation services, previous researchers have proposed novel programming frameworks and task offloading

algorithms to to support and optimize the problem of computation offloading [5]. Nonetheless, almost all of the work
is based on simulations, and the evaluation in real-world
driving scenarios needs more exploration.
Furthermore, although computation offloading can also
enable computation-intensive applications on vehicles with
limited computation capabilities and power, the data transferring for computation offloading poses potential privacy
threats, which may further lead to location and identity manipulation, vehicle tracking, and virtual vehicle hijacking.
Therefore, avoiding the privacy leakage of computational
offloading still remains a challenge.
7.6

Energy Consumption

Due to the tremendous amounts of sensors and the deployment of complex algorithms on CVs, huge energy consumption has become a major problem. Take NVIDIA Drive
PX Pegasus as an example, when the AI computing power
is 320 INT8 TOPS, the power consumption can up to 500
watts. In addition, if a replication system is installed to
ensure the reliability of vehicle applications, the total power
consumption can reach 2000W.
Moreover, taking the electric vehicle (EV) as an example,
suppose that the total mileage of each EV is composed of
55% of city mileage and 45% of highway mileage, driving
at a speed of 31 mph and 56 mph, respectively. Then,
we can infer that the annual energy consumption of EVs
nationwide for computation is approximately 180 terawatthours [21]. According to reports [22], Google data centers
now consume around 12 terawatt-hours of electricity per
year. Therefore, we further infer that each year, the national
energy consumption of EVs is approximately equal to the
total energy consumption of 15 representative technology
companies’ data centers.
Hence, how to solve the problem of the huge amount of
energy consumption is imperative. In addition, since most of
the energy is consumed by the vehicle motor, it is important
to jointly design the energy management system, computing
system, and battery to achieve energy-saving driving.
7.7

Computation Hardware

Today, the majority of representative CV computing hardware is designed based on GPU, FPGA, Digital Signal
Processor (DSP), and Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). They have higher processing speed and energy
efficiency, such as Texas Instruments’ TDA, NVIDIA DRIVE
AGX and Jetson AGX Orin.
Nevertheless, the computing hardware of CVs still has
several open problems to be solved. First, it is important
to determine the maximum computing speed that can be
achieved by hardware with limited processing power. Secondly, CV’s computing platform may be composed of multiple heterogeneous computing hardware. Therefore, how
to efficiently manage computing resources between heterogeneous hardware and dynamically schedule applications
are deserved the researchers’ attention. Moreover, it is also
essential to evaluate the suitability of the hardware system
in a specific application scenario. In addition, the average
cost of building a traditional non-luxury vehicle is around
$30K, while for a CAV, the total cost is almost $250K [23],
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of which the cost of sensors and computing platforms is approximately two-thirds of the total price. Hence, designing
a reasonably priced hardware system for CVs is imperative.
7.8

Security and Privacy

With the reliance on diverse technologies, the security problem of CVs has evolved from the hardware damage of
conventional vehicles to comprehensive security requiring
multi-domain knowledge [24]. Here, we list and discuss several security issues closely related to CVs, current attacking
methods, and mainstream response approaches.
7.8.1 Sensing security
The security of vehicle sensors is of paramount importance
for CVs. In general, spoofing attacks and jamming attacks
are two main attack types for a wide variety of sensors [25],
[26]. For example, a spoofing attack can generate interference signals, which may make the vehicle detect false obstacles [27]. To protect sensing security, redundant sensors and
randomized signals (e.g., LiDAR and radar) are widely used
[28], [29]. Besides, the GPS can check signal characteristics
[30] and authenticate data sources [31] to prevent attacks. In
addition, sensing data fusion is an effective mechanism to
protect sensing security.
7.8.2 Data security
Data security refers to preventing data leakage from the
perspective of data storage and data transmission [32].
Cryptography is a mainstream method to protect data storage (such as encrypted databases [33] and file systems [34]).
In addition, access control technology is also an effective
method [35]. For example, an access control framework with
different access control models has been proposed to protect
real-time and historical data for CVs [36].
7.8.3 Communication security
Communication security includes the security of external
communication and internal communication. Currently, internal communication, such as CAN, LIN, and FlexRay,
are facing serious security threats [37]–[39], and external
communication has been studied in VANETs with V2X communications [40]. Cryptography is a mainstream solution to
guarantee the transmitted data is integrated, confidential,
and authenticated [41]. However, the usage of cryptography
is limited due to the high computational cost, which is difficult to be implemented in resource-constrained electronic
control units (ECUs). In this context, another solution is to
leverage the gateway to prevent access without permission
[42].
7.8.4 Control security
With the electronicization of vehicles, drivers can control
their vehicles (such as opening doors) through apps or
voice. Nevertheless, this has also led to a new attack surface,
with various attack methods [25], such as replay attacks and
jamming attacks, etc. For example, for those vehicles that
support voice control, an attacker can successfully control
the vehicle by using a voice that humans cannot hear [43].
Typically, these attacks can be classified as communication
security, data security, and sensing security, which can be
addressed by the appropriate protection mechanisms.

7.8.5

Privacy

CVs can generate enormous amounts of data per day,
which usually contains private information. For example,
an attacker can obtain the location information directly from
the captured GPS data [44]. The straightforward solution is
to prevent data leaking (e.g., access control [35], [36] and
data encryption [25]). Besides, data desensitization is also
widely used to protect privacy, such as anonymization and
differential privacy [45].
7.9

Transmission Cost

As the number of vehicle increase, the transmission cost
associated with uplink (data update) and downlink (software/firmware update) is arguably one of the most important factors for automotive manufacturers to determine who
pay for the resulting cost and therefore make thoughtful
plans. According to a latest Guidehouse Insights report [46],
10 million vehicles can transmit more than 20 PB of data and
lead to over $1 billion cost annually [47].
Specifically, as to uplink, previous work projects that, by
2023, a single CV will generate 40TB data, and 8GB data
volume will be transmitted from the vehicle per day on average
[48]. As to downlink, take the in-vehicle infotainment system (IVI) update as an example, the update file size can be
500MB per vehicle, per update, on average [47].
In this context, MNOs, such as AT&T and Verizon,
usually offer two different types of cost plans specifically
for vehicles: (i) Cost per usage: based on a report by
Spendemont [47], the average price of 1 GB of mobile data
worldwide is $8.53, and U.S. has a relatively high cost where
1GB can cost up to $12.37 (Canada: $12.02 per GB; China:
$9.89 per GB; Japan: $8.34 per GB). (ii) Unlimited prepaid
data plan: Wi-Fi/LTE plans for vehicles start usually as $20
per month and may include unlimited data. For example,
Chevy is the first mass-market automaker to offer a prepaid
unlimited data plan costing $20 per month.
Based on these statistics and considering an average
of one software/firmware update every quarter [47], even
using the most affordable way to pay for the transmission
costs, a single CV every year will lead to a cost of $240 and
$25 for uplink and downlink, respectively. For millions of
vehicles in a fleet, the data transmission costs can quickly
become astronomical, which in turn calls for technologies of
Edge Computing in connected mobility. Edge Computing
allows vehicles to have their data processes in much closer
proximity and reduce unnecessary data transmission. According to Analysys Mason [49], enterprises across industries can expect a 10 to 30% reduction in costs from using
Edge Computing and an average operational cost savings
of 10 to 20%. However, how to break down the barriers to
automotive edge adoption is still an open problem.
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C ONCLUSION

In this article, we envision that future CVs will be serving
as a mobile computing platform in addition to their conventional transportation role for the next century. We present
the concept of Vehicle Computing. Then we depict several
reasons why Vehicle Computing is important and emerging,
followed by several case studies to further illustrate our
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vision. Next, we introduce SDV, a key technology to Vehicle Computing. Then, we present a transformative Vehicle
Computing business model, which has the potential to open
new revenue streams. Finally, related challenges are also
discussed, and a quantitative analysis of data transmission
cost is presented.
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